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Under The Sea Class Assembly
Arlene Foster has played down suggestions her leadership of the DUP is under threat. S tormont’s First Minister was responding to reports of internal unrest within the party. The Belfast News Letter ...
Arlene Foster plays down reports her leadership of DUP is under threat
Sky News reported that three quarters of the DUP's Northern Ireland Assembly members had signed a letter calling ... argue has created an economic and trade border in the Irish Sea between Northern ...
Arlene Foster 'facing threat of DUP leadership challenge after 75 per cent of the party's assembly members call for a contest' amid growing internal unrest over her handling of ...
Two timely new books unmask the colossal shipping industry behind global trade, whose monstrous pursuit of profit has long wreaked havoc on laborers and the seas they sail through.
The Ever Given and the Monstrosity of Maritime Capitalism
Q1 2021 Earnings CallMay 07, 2021, 9:30 a.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorGreetings, and welcome to Nikola Corporation's ...
Nikola Corporation (NKLA) Q1 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
THE Democratic Unionist Party unexpectedly became kingmakers after the snap 2017 General Election resulted in a hung Parliament. Arlene Foster was leader of the party and Northern Ireland’s ...
Who is Arlene Foster ex-leader of the Democratic Unionist Party?
Is today’s political class in Assam different from the past, in terms of caste, religion, gender and other socio-demographic variables?
Assam’s new assembly in 30 charts: Fewer women, more Muslims – and more crorepatis
Maritime minister Annick Girardin, a member of the Radical Party of the Left, is a straight-talking political street fighter who in a previous role led efforts to defend the French language.
How fisherman's daughter dubbed the 'pirate of hope' sparked Jersey fishing war
The Master of Game is the oldest and most importantwork on the chase in the English language. Based primarily onGaston de Foix's Livre de chasse, ...
The Master of Game
By OUR CORRESPONDENTs The spate of kidnappings across Nigeria has become very worrisome. It seems to have assumed a life of its own since the beginning of ...
The Wave Of Kidnappings In 2021
With pro-independence parties poised to secure a significant majority at the Scottish parliament elections, Declassified explores how Scotland could soon forge a radically different foreign policy ...
‘The tail wagging the dog’: How Scottish independence could transform British foreign policy
Laurence Ani Living in a country where life expectancy is 54 years, it may seem in bad taste to nurse even a whiff of ambivalence in one’s contemplation of their fiftieth birthday. But little else ...
The Ambivalence of Turning 50
The sea floor ... mineral deposits are coming under increasing pressure because of the need to serve a continuously growing global population, an expanding middle class that is driving ...
The International Seabed Authority and Deep Seabed Mining
By grabbing the chance for a successive second term, he has also achieved what Achuthanandan failed to pull off in the 2011 Assembly elections by the narrowest ... in holding hands with the capitalist ...
Breaking the Chain: Pinarayi Vijayan Achieves What No Other Leader Has Managed in Kerala Since 1980
An age of assembly. Of course, assembly is not new. With industrialization it’s been part and parcel for generations. (That industrial assembly line, traditionally, having been under the near ... In ...
Age of Assembly
British navy patrol boats, protesting French fishers and Brexit – a summary of the escalating row ...
What is behind the dispute over fishing rights around Jersey?
The immediate threat to which the prime minister was apparently responding when he dispatched the patrol vessels on Wednesday evening was a mooted blockade by French fishing boats of the port of St ...
Explainer: What’s behind the UK’s fishing dispute with France?
Israel suspected of planting explosives on MV Saviz anchored in Red Sea First published on Wed 7 ... adding that the incident was under investigation. The targeting of the MV Saviz is the latest ...
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Iranian ship thought to be used as military base attacked, says Tehran
But as the official results started coming in throughout Sunday night and Monday morning, the image of a possible sea-change in Bulgaria ... in the next National Assembly will be taken up ...
Election Surprises End Bulgaria’s Political Stability
The TMC denies this and points out that the ruling party led in the Chandannagar assembly segment even during ... “When I was in class 8, the class teacher came to us and asked who among us ...
In bitter battle for South Bengal, 2 narratives and many mini-campaigns
STAVANGER, Norway – Equinor has found deviations in welding quality and inspection of the FPSO for the Johan Castberg project in the Barents Sea. The vessel is under construction ... This led to a ...
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